LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Comparison between continuous thoracic epidural and paravertebral blocks for postoperative analgesia in patients undergoing thoracotomy: meta-analysis of clinical trials

Dear Editor,

The article entitled "Comparison between continuous thoracic epidural and paravertebral blocks for postoperative analgesia in patients undergoing thoracotomy: systematic review", recently published in the Journal Revista Brasileira de Anestesiologia, brings out the authors’ concern to show the anesthetic therapy effectiveness for treating postoperative pain in chest surgery.

Reading the scientific article arouses great interest in readers, however, some points need consideration: the software used for calculations, the sensitivity analysis method by successive meta-analysis, the use of mixed-effect model analysis, and the search to identify statistical heterogeneity.

The software used for the search was reported in the Method and References, but the latter is incorrect, it is impossible to identify the place where it is available and to have access to the software for future searches similar to this.

Successive meta-analysis was used by the authors at some point of this systematic review execution to perform the sensitivity analysis, however, the outcome of this analysis was not reported in the results or discussion, which did not clarify its real contribution in this systematic review. This method allows the identification of the likely source of statistical heterogeneity and the exclusion or not of the included article, in an attempt to consolidate the results.

According to the authors, the models of random and fixed effect were used for meta-analysis calculation; however, the random model was chosen to calculate the meta-analysis whenever $I^2$ was greater than 30%. In the analysis of variables "assessment of pain at rest after 24 hours" and "incidence of hypotension", the value of $I^2$ was lower than that proposed by the authors, not matching the research method description, and also describing the results by the method of random effect instead of fixed effect. The article report does not allow identifying whether this description of the results was due to the authors’ consensual decision or a flaw in the research.

The authors considered the presence of heterogeneity as a research bias when they reported "(...) these results may have been biased by the included studies heterogeneity"; however, the presence of heterogeneity does not indicate bias in a systematic review. Tests for heterogeneity are used to determine whether differences between the included studies are genuine (heterogeneity) or if it occurred randomly during the analysis (homogeneity). If the differences occurred randomly, the results found in systematic reviews have more credibility, and if heterogeneity is found, the reasons should be carefully evaluated by the authors to consolidate their results and not only be considered a research bias.

It was noted that the statistical heterogeneity, which is present in most analyses, was underexploited by the authors, and it is possible to disagree with part of their conclusion: "From this systematic review, it is clear that epidural analgesia is associated with a higher incidence of arterial hypotension and urinary retention when it is used for pain control after thoracotomy in adult patients, with evidence level 1A", as level 1A requires minimal or absent heterogeneity or that heterogeneities are properly explored while conducting a systematic review.

In short, I congratulate the authors for the article, which brings important results for understanding postoperative pain in thoracic surgery. Conclusions of systematic reviews are less incisive regarding the clinical significance of their results when those of the included studies differ from each other.

DOI of original article: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bjane.2013.10.002
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Comment to: Awake anesthesia for craniotomy: case report

Comentário a: Anestesia para craniotomia em paciente acordado: relato de caso

Dear editor,

On this occasion, I would like to congratulate the authors of the article entitled “Awake anesthesia for craniotomy: case report” recently published in the Journal Revista Brasileira de Anestesiologia.1 Reading the article in question, proposed as a case report, aroused some pertinent questions. The authors, when describing the anesthetic technique, reported the use of Schnider’s model for propofol target-controlled infusion associated with remifentanil target-controlled infusion using Minto’s model; however, they did not report how the patient’s airway was managed. The doses used in the case were elevated in order not to compromise ventilation; furthermore, the importance of maintaining the patient awake throughout the procedure was not clear. As they used brain mapping, which was the patient’s participation in the procedure? In this case, it was also not specified which type of mapping was performed, as anesthetic drugs interfere significantly in certain monitoring. During the procedure, maintaining the patient in Ramsey sedation stage 2–3 compromises his participation during the requested tests. It is recommended that the patient be awake, responsive to requests, and collaborative.2 Taking into consideration the topic’s importance, the learning opportunity with a case report and the basis for future anesthesia are of great importance to clarify these points.
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